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Firstly a Happy New Year, with hopes that the weather will be kinder this year than
last. I seemed to spend most of last summer at the end of a hose-pipe – Joe.

Plant of the Month: Arum italicum subsp. italicum ‘Tiny’
Joe Sime

I think I have mentioned before that I have been slowly trying to acquire a collection
of hybrids and varieties of Arum italicum. This has not been aided by the fact that
some mammals, probably squirrels, have taken to digging up newly planted forms
and devouring the bulbs. We have decided to grow new ones on in pots and only
plant out once they are good sized plants. They are typical ‘summer dormant’
perennials. The new leaves start to grow in autumn and look good throughout the
winter. The flower spathes emerge in spring. The leaves usually die down in early
summer, leaving the ripening spikes of red berries. They are easy to grow, being
happy in full or part shade in a good woodland soil. They should be more popular as
they provide interest when there are few other plants putting on a show. Why are
there not hordes of aficionados drooling over the streaks and splashes on the leaves
of arums as they do over green and yellow splotches on snowdrops?

Like snowdrops, you have to look carefully
to see the differences between some of
the varieties, but ‘Tiny’ is not one of them
as it is true to its name. The leaf in the
photo is one of the largest on my clump
and is still only 10 cm long.
I had mine in 2012 from a local nursery. It
was slow to settle in but has now formed a
good clump. Worth a square foot of
anyone's garden.

Leaf detail

Obsessions
Penny Ariff writes about her love affair with Saxifraga fortunei
It was a lovely surprise to read November’s Shade Monthly and see a short piece on
Irregulares saxifrages. I’m developing an obsession with Saxifraga fortunei and
others. I’m fascinated to learn more about these little plants that one never seems to
hear about. Joe Sime pointed me in the direction of a very interesting piece by
Marian Goody, and suggested I write of my own experiences with saxifrages. I’m a
very ordinary slapdash sort of gardener, so here goes with the story of my evolving
love for these plants.
I began by buying Saxifraga fortunei ‘Wades Form’ from Quarry Nursery (a small
nursery near Banbury) some years ago because it had interesting-looking leaves
and I’d never seen a broad-leaved saxifrage before. I put it in a pot by the pond as it
looked sort of ‘Japanese-y’ there! It was in full sun. It flowered for the first year, then
the leaves went sickly looking and someone told me to put it in shade, which I did. It
recovered and flowered again. Then I bought a dark-leaved form from the same
nursery which I planted in shade and enjoyed the flowers in late autumn for a year. It
disappeared the following year. These little plants with interesting leaves that
flowered so late in the year now piqued my obsession.
So, when I moved house and began a new garden, I decided to look out for more
saxifrages and try to treat them a bit better this time. I got Saxifraga fortunei
‘Shiranami’ and ‘Gelbes Monster’ at an Alpine Society show and planted them in my
shade area.

This is unfortunately a bit on the dry
side. The first year I was absolutely
blown over by how pretty the
flowers on ‘Gelbes Monster’ are.
Beautiful, off-white, very delicate
small flowers produced in
abundance. ‘Shiranami’ was also
very pretty and flowered prolifically.
They both flowered in late
September to early October.

Saxifraga fortunei ‘Shiranami’

I must have bought a stolonifera
variety from somewhere (and lost
the label!) which I planted on the
sunnier side of the shade area.
This flowers in spring, with lovely
sprays of white flowers. It roams
around the area in a very nice
way, putting out its runners and
making new plants or ‘pups’. This
year I thought it had disappeared
in the drought, but a small ‘pup’
has clung on and I expect it will
be fine again next spring. I also
bought a dark-leaved fortunei,
probably ‘Black Ruby’, but this
only lasted one year. The flowers
are lovely but come through late
in the year and the whole plant
seems to disappear over winter.
S. fortunei ‘Black Ruby’

These plants fed my obsession, I had to have more! Last year I bought S. fortunei
‘Black Ruby’ (again), S. stolonifera ‘Hime’ (a tiny stolonifera variety), S. cuscutiformis
and S. f. ‘Sybyll Trelawney JP’. I planted them all in pots and this year determined to
keep them in an area with heucheras and other shade lovers. It turned out to be a bit
of a joke trying to keep them in the shade during our heat wave summer, but at least
I could keep all the pots well-watered.
Unfortunately, ‘Shiranami’ and ‘Gelbes Monster’ really suffered in the drought and
I’m quite surprised that they survived at all. They tried to flower in late October but
didn’t put on much of a show. I’m going to dig them up and keep them in pots next
year.
Meanwhile, in their pots, ‘Black Ruby’ tried to start flowering in November but it was
too wet and cold by that time. It has made a good size plant though and I’ve got
hopes for next year. S. f. ‘Sybyll Trelawney JP’.’ flowered extravagantly in late
October. It started to produce buds in a particularly hideous shade of pink but I kept
my hands off them and thankfully they turned into paler pink flowers. I’m being
completely honest about the colour as it came from Bob Brown who never holds
back on his opinion of plants! She had loads of flowers Bob, and I’ll keep her.
The stolonifera and cuscutiformis plants flowered beautifully early in the year with big
sprays of white flowers a bit like heucheras. ‘Hime’ hasn’t flowered yet. I won’t
imprison them in pots again though, as they try so desperately to find somewhere to
grow their new little plants and it’s a bit sad seeing their long runners seeking a
home.

Despite the trials and tribulations, my obsession grows. I shall seek out more
varieties of these intriguing little plants. Why on earth don’t we see more of them for
sale. They’re so very pretty and many flower unusually late in the year. Oh, by the
way, I’ve discovered another nursery that lists a few saxifrages. It’s in deepest
WALES – now aren’t we holding the Shade & Woodland AGM in Wales this year….

Ichthyoselmis macrantha and a few of its relatives
Peter Williams
My first encounter with dicentras was the popular and showy spring-flowering
Dicentra spectabilis (now known as Lamprocapnos spectabilis). This was followed
by other varieties including an attractive white clone Lamprocapnos spectabilis ‘Alba’
and a dark red cultivar ‘Valentine’.
Over time, I became less interested in brightly coloured plant hybrids and
increasingly attracted towards plant species, especially those that thrived in shade.
The first woodland dicentra species that I grew were the delightfully ephemeral North
American Dicentra cucullaria and the more persistent woodlander, Dicentra formosa.

Dicentra cucullaria appears as if from nowhere
in early spring and begins displaying its shining
white flowers almost at once. The plants are
only 20-25 cm tall but look lovely against bare
soil or a carpet of leaf litter. They are true
ephemerals and are gone by late May.

I first saw Dicentra formosa growing in a large
stand in Ray Wood at Castle Howard in North
Yorkshire. The plants were almost certainly
introduced by Jim Russell who planted many very
choice shrubs and trees into the wood. The D.
formosa plants in Ray Wood appear to be very
close to the native American species and have
spread to form colonies many metres across that
thrive in the woodland environment despite
competing with bracken.

My only regular failure has been with the Asiatic species, Dicentra peregrina. This
has finely divided leaves and is the only dicentra species to occur outside North
America. I have still not managed to keep it for more than a season in the garden
and think perhaps it might do better as an alpine house plant.
My most recent shade-loving
dicentra introduction is
Ichthyoselmis macrocapnos. This
species naturally occurs in
Myanmar and western China
where it grows as a woodland
plant. The generic name
Ichthyoselmis comes from the
Greek ichthyo, relating to fish
and selmis, meaning gallows,
referring to the fact that the
flowers hang in small bunches
that look like dead fish hanging from a fishmonger's hook. In native areas the plant
has the common name of goldfish plant reflecting the flower colour.
It was discovered by Ernest Wilson in 1904 on Mount Emei, and entered cultivation
when Veitch and Sons grew plants from seed collected by Wilson.

This species demands deep shade and shelter
from winds. In April, a large ‘blister’ appears at
the soil surface and in a day or so strong ‘coils’
appear and start to expand rapidly.

After a few more days the coils have straightened and
developed into flowering stems each supporting a few paleyellow flowers up to seven centimetres in length. These are
the largest of all ‘dicentra’ flowers (hence the species name,
macrantha, meaning large flower) and explain why the
species is sometimes known in cultivation as the largeflowered dicentra.

The leaves and flowering stems of I. macrantha reach about 60-75 cm and persist to
the first hard frost. The flowers stand out well in the shade and always attract the
attention of observant visitors.
My colony of I. macrantha lives under the branches of a Magnolia ‘Elizabeth’ and is
surrounded by dwarf rhododendrons and thrives with no direct sunshine at all. This
year I was concerned that the plant would not survive the very hot and dry summer
because numerous authorities have reported that the species requires permanently
damp soil conditions. The plant was not watered and did not show signs of water
stress whilst the drought tolerant Omphalodes cappadocica that was growing in a
nearby location where it received two hours sunshine a day, was totally wilted for
days on end.
When the plant is well suited to its environment it spreads freely by underground
rhizomes and can be propagated easily by lifting and potting the new plants that
appear around the parent. This can be done in early autumn or spring but possibly
also at other times of year if the young offshoots are carefully handled and not
allowed to dry out. This year I decided that I would like to try to grow a large
number of plants from seed so that I could have specimens for friends, and plants to
sell for charity when we open our garden.

I watched the flowers fade and was quite disappointed to see that they just became
papery with no apparent seed formation. This was not a surprise because I thought
that my colony which was derived from just a single plant might not be self-fertile. In
June I removed the dead flower heads and peeled apart the brittle flower parts and
was delighted to find that pollination had taken place and there were numerous shiny
black seeds with very obvious clear elaiosomes to attract ants and aid dispersal.
I thought that it would be interesting to see if British
ants would be attracted to the elaiosomes of this
alien species that they would never have previously
encountered. I had recently bought a new camera
with time lapse facilities and decided that the ant / I.
macrantha interaction would be my first attempt at
time-lapse photography.
I gently squashed a seed pod and put it on the floor of my polytunnel that was
covered by a woven polypropylene ground sheet. There were numerous ant colonies
living in the floor of the tunnel and I positioned the seed pod near an entrance and
set my camera to take a photograph every 15 seconds. The results showed that the
ants almost immediately started to remove seeds and transport them to their nest.
The 15 second interval was however too long, and in the short video clip, it appeared
as if the seeds were simply disappearing without ant intervention! In other words, the
ants moved too quickly. https://youtu.be/vCaswXE-C5g
The next morning, I was about to repeat the exercise when I noticed much larger
seeds with very apparent elaiosomes deposited around the entrance to the ant nest.
I did not recognise the seeds at first but a short
investigation revealed that they were from a group
of Jeffersonia diphylla a few metres away. The
seed pods of the jeffersonia had opened and the
seeds were just beginning to fall out of the
architectural structures. The ants were very active
but could not get the large seeds through the small
entrance hole despite great efforts to do so.
https://youtu.be/0lXg5S3zK_k
After a few hours the ants had increased the size of the nest entrance and taken in
the seeds.

I sowed batches of seed in different conditions in June. Some were sown in
standard seed compost (80% fine peat:20% coarse sand and 1 g per litre of slow
release fertiliser) and kept in a cold glasshouse. Others were sown similarly but
placed outside.

I have also used a technique that I frequently use with trilliums where I cut a 70 mm
length of 110 mm diameter plastic pipe (standard plastic sewer pipe) and knock into
the soil where the plant is growing. I gently stir the seeds into the surface and cover
with 5mm mesh to prevent small mammals digging. This allows the seeds to
experience natural conditions whilst still being easy to find and to avoid accidentally
removing during weeding. Obvious weed species that germinate in the tube are
carefully removed as they develop.
Seedlings began to appear in the standard compost in pots placed outside in late
October and I am hopeful that I might obtain a good crop of seedlings by next spring.

Available Seed
The following late seed should be ripe by the middle of the month. If you would like
some and are a paid up member of the Shade Group send a S.A.E to S.J.Sime at
Park Cottage, Penley, Wrexham, LL13 0LS. Please include your email address in
case there is a query.
If you have seed to donate please send it to the same address.

Ampelopsis megalophylla
Anemonopsis macrophylla ex double form
Arisaema cilliatum
Cardiocrinum cordatum TCM-12-969
Cardiocrinum giganteum var. yunnanense
Hydrangea aspera subsp. villosa
Hydrangea heteromalla var. xanthoneura ‘Wilsonii’
Hydrangea paniculata ex ‘Brussels Lace’
Hydrangea scandens subsp. chinensis f. macrosepalum
Impatiens arguta ‘Alba’
Kirengeshoma palmata
Rhododendron yakusianum

Name this Plant
Name this plant… a different puzzle this month set by Peter Williams

The solution to November’s puzzle was Achlys triphylla. An unassuming member of
the herbaceous berberidaceae with simple trifoliate leaves and spikes of scented
white flowers. It is difficult to obtain (only 3 suppliers in the Plant Finder). I have had
a couple of attempts at growing it in the garden and both have failed. Does anyone
have better experience?

https://www.facebook.com/HPS-Shade-Woodland-Group-849344638531856/
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